Abstract-Optical grid systems have been viewed as a promising virtual computing environment to support distributed real-time directed acyclic graph (DAG) applications. For such a system involving many heterogeneous computing and network resources, faults seem to be inevitable. Therefore, a fault-tolerant DAG scheduling scheme is necessary to improve the performance of the optical grid system. However, existing joint task scheduling schemes for real-time DAG applications generally do not consider the availability issues when making scheduling decisions. We develop an availability-driven scheduling scheme that improves the DAG availability iteratively by allocating two copies of one communication task to two disjoint lightpaths for data transfer while satisfying application deadline requirements. Extensive simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness and the feasibility of the proposed scheduling scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ecently optical grid systems have emerged as a powerful and cost-effective platform for distributed computing applications such as global electronic science, grid computing, and collaborative design [1] [2] [3] . In these applications, widely distributed and heterogeneous computing resources such as experimental facilities, supercomputers, or massive storage systems are connected by an optical network. An application may be submitted by grid users dynamically via grid middleware. It may have tight real-time requirements that the computation should be finished before a given deadline. Furthermore, these applications usually consist of tens, hundreds, or even thousands of interdependent computation tasks and communication tasks, which are modeled by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Each computation task can be scheduled to an available grid computing resource for data processing. Each communication task can be scheduled to a lightpath for data transfer. Thus joint (computation and communication) task scheduling is an important issue in making cost-effective utilization of optical network and grid resources.
Unfortunately, running real-time DAG applications in such a heterogeneous and complex system is susceptible to a wide range of failures as revealed by a recent survey [4] . If an unexpected fault happens, the application will be interrupted and re-executed until the fault disappears. The completion time may then become very large, and the application may fail to finish on time. Therefore, employing an effective faulttolerant scheme provided by the optical grid system is essential to executing real-time DAG applications reliably.
Using a fault-tolerant scheme (e.g., a protection scheme), however, generally consumes more optical network resources for backup lightpaths and induces longer completion time, which might violate the application deadline. The conflicting requirements of good real-time performance imposed by DAG applications and of high quality of service in a reliable optical network, introduce a new challenge for joint task scheduling schemes.
However, most existing joint task scheduling schemes for DAG applications do not consider the optical network availability issues [5] [6] [7] , and thus they are inadequate for real-time DAG applications. Recently, Liu et al. [8] discussed failure resilience (pro-tection and restoration) schemes in DAG scheduling problems over optical grid systems. Sun et al. [9] proposed two fault-tolerant policies (overlay and joint approaches) and studied the performance difference of the two policies via simulations. Although the above schemes enhanced the survivability of the optical network integrated computing system by introducing some resource redundancy, the authors did not investigate the time overhead introduced by these protection schemes and ignore the deadline constraints imposed by the applications. Guo et al. [10] analyzed the fault probability of computing resources and of optical links in a given time duration and proposed a minimal fault probability task-scheduling algorithm to minimize the application fault probability. However, the minimal fault probability algorithm did not provide any backup resources in practice, and real-time DAG applications are interrupted as soon as a fault happens.
This paper considers the problem of fault-tolerant scheduling DAGs with deadline requirements in optical grid systems. This problem is NP-complete because the conventional joint task scheduling without any fault tolerance is a well-known NP-complete problem [5] [6] [7] . Thus, we design and evaluate a heuristic approach based on the availability-driven scheduling (ADS) scheme for real-time DAG applications. We focus only on optical link failures, since network nodes (e.g., optical cross-connects or amplifiers) are usually much more reliable than links [11, 12] . We assume that 1 + 1 dedicated path protection (DPP) is available for communication tasks in DAG applications submitted to the optical grid system. For a real-time DAG application, the proposed ADS scheme first verifies whether the application deadline can be met without any availability improvement. If so, the ADS scheme iteratively enhances the application availability level in a cost-effective way with the condition that the availability enhancement does not result in the application deadline violation; otherwise, the DAG application is dropped, because its execution is infeasible. The performance of the ADS scheme is compared with other joint task scheduling schemes via simulations. The simulation results show that the proposed ADS scheme can provide better performance in terms of availability and network resource utilization while satisfying given real-time requirements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we first describe mathematical models for DAG applications and for optical grid systems and then propose a DAG scheduling extended model to allocate two copies of one communication task to two link-disjoint lightpaths for data transfer. The availability model of DAG applications is also presented. In Section III, we detail the association of the ADS scheduling architecture with the ADS algorithm for real-time DAG applications in optical grids. We display simulation results and evaluate the performance of the ADS scheme in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. MATHEMATIC MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. DAG Application Model
Each application is represented by a DAG. A DAG is formulated as J = ͑V , E , d͒, where V = ͕v 1 , v 2 , ... ,v n ͖ represents a set of interdependent real-time computation tasks, E is a set of weighted and directed edges used to represent communication tasks among computation tasks, and d is the DAG application's deadline. Each computation task v i is characterized by a parameter c͑v i ͒, which denotes the amount of data to be processed. The weight on each edge e denotes the volume of data to be transmitted, which is also called the communication task cost c͑e͒. Note that throughout this paper, the terms application and job are used interchangeably. Figure 1 shows an example DAG in which each node is assigned an average execution cost and each edge is assigned a weight. In the DAG, all executed tasks must satisfy task precedence constraints: (1) each computation task can be processed only after all its predecessors have finished and all the data needed have been transferred; (2) each communication task can start only after the predecessor computation task is completely finished.
B. Optical Grid System Model
The optical grid system shown in Fig. 2 includes some grid computing resources, such as supercomput- ers, clusters, storage, and visualization devices that are used by the DAG application. These grid computing resources are connected by an optical network with optical cross-connect (OXC) nodes and optical links. Each optical link contains several wavelength channels. Each grid resource is attached to one OXC node via a dedicated access link.
We model the optical grid system as a graph G ON = ͑S , L , w , G͒, where S is a set of optical switch nodes (i.e., OXC), L is a set of optical links, w is the number of available wavelengths in each optical link, and G is the set of all grid computing resources connected by the optical network. We assume that each optical switch is equipped with all-wavelength converters, and thus there is not any wavelength continuity constraint with the lightpath routing.
C. DAG Scheduling and Constraints
Based on the above models and assumptions, the joint task scheduling algorithm maps each computation task to an available grid computing node for data processing and each communication task to one or two lightpaths for data transfer. The DAG scheduling algorithm must satisfy the following constraints: 1) the grid computing resource constraint, which ensures that the computation tasks assigned to the same grid computing node should not be processed at the same time; 2) the network resource constraint, which ensures that communication tasks with the same wavelength on a common physical link should not be transferred at the same time.
The objective of the DAG scheduling considered in this paper is to maximize the application availability level without violating the real-time requirement and precedence constraint of the DAG applications. For the purpose of simplicity, we only employ the "end" technique [5] in scheduling, which means that the scheduler can only schedule a task starting from time t on the corresponding (network or grid) resources that are free in ͓t , ϱ͔. t ea ͑lp͑e ji ͒͒ is the earliest available time of the lightpath lp͑e ji ͒ from g͑v j ͒ to g͑v i ͒. However, the communication task e ji cannot be executed when a link failure occurs in the lightpath lp͑e ji ͒.
With the 1 + 1 DPP scheme, a communication task e ji is provisioned by a primary lightpath lp͑e ji P ͒ and a link-disjoint backup lightpath lp͑e ji B ͒. According to the task precedence constraints, the computation task v i then must also wait for the data transmission on the backup lightpath to complete. This case is referred to as Case2, which is given by Case2:t es ͑e ji ͒ = max͕t ea ͑lp͑e ji P ͒͒,t ea ͑lp͑e ji B ͒͒,f͑v j ͖͒. ͑3͒ In this case, no further operations are required when a link fails (assuming link failures are rare events such that there can be at most one failure during one communication).
We now consider the case of scheduling task v i with all its direct predecessors. Task v i must wait until the last data needed from all its predecessors has arrived. Hence, the earliest available time of v i on the kth grid computing resource node is the maximum of t ea k,v j ͑v i ͒ over all its predecessors:
With Eq. (4), we can obtain the earliest start time t es k ͑v i ͒ on the kth grid computing resource node g k r G of type r by checking whether the node is idle after time t ea k ͑v i ͒. The value t es k ͑v i ͒ is in turn used to derive t es ͑v i ͒, which is the earliest start time for the task on any computing resource node of type r. The expression for t es ͑v i ͒ is given as follows:
Consequently, the finish time of the computation task v i is obtained as follows:
where c͑v i ͒ is the amount of processed data of the computation task v i and p is the data processing capability of the grid computing resource node assigned for the computation task v i . We assume that each grid computing resource node has (the same) one unit of data processing capability ͑p =1͒.
D. Availability Model and Scheduling Objective
In this paper, we only focus on link failure scenarios and adopt the 1 + 1 DPP scheme to improve the availability of real-time DAG applications. We assume that different network links fail independently; for any single link, the normal operating times and repair times are independent processes with known mean values, mean time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR). The link availability is calculated as follows [12] :
In the case of no path protection (NPP), the overall lightpath availability is the product of all the availabilities of the links along lightpath P. For the 1 + 1 DPP, the availability of a communication task e is computed as
where A p is the primary lightpath availability and A b is the backup lightpath availability.
Our joint task scheduling algorithm aims at maximizing the entire DAG application availability without violating the DAG's deadline. The proposed ADS scheme has to measure the availability benefit gained by an application. We model the availability benefit as an availability-level function denoted AL͑DAG͒ : A e → R, where R is the summation of the following set of real numbers:
In Eq. (9), w e is the weight of a communication task e E, and one has ͚ eE w e = 1. In this paper, w e is chosen as the ratio of the communication task cost c͑e͒ of the edge e over the sum of all communication task costs of a DAG application. Thus, we define an optimization formulation to maximize an availability benefit of a real-time DAG application while assuring that its scheduling length SL (also called the completion time) satisfies a deadline d constraint:
Subject to:
III. ADS SCHEME
A. ADS Architecture
As depicted in Fig. 3 , the ADS system architecture consists of an availability-driven joint task scheduler, an execution manager, an admission controller, a re- source manager and a fault-tolerant manager. These functions are implemented in a server, which controls in a centralized way each OXC node to set up or release a lightpath for data transfer in the optical network. The server can receive jobs submitted by users via a user network interface.
The admission controller is deployed to perform some feasibility checks by determining whether arriving jobs can be completed before their specified deadlines without any availability improvement. An application will be admitted into the system if its deadline can be met; it will be scheduled independently by the ADS algorithm (just after the last application leaves the system) according to the available grid computing and network resources. The resource manager maintains and collects the grid computing and network resource information for the joint task scheduler for resource allocation. The availability-driven joint task scheduler makes task scheduling decisions for each application by maximizing the application availability with the real-time requirements. Based on the task scheduling decisions, the execution manager reserves or releases the corresponding computing and network resources via the control signalling plane. During the system execution, the fault-tolerant manager monitors the optical grid system and adapts certain protection measures to guarantee the jobs to finish on time if some resource failures occur.
B. ADS Algorithm Description
The ADS algorithm outlined in Fig. 4 aims at achieving a higher availability under the two following constraints: (1) increase the availability level without any deadline violation and (2) satisfy the task precedence constraints. In other words, this algorithm tries to iteratively enhance the DAG availability in a cost-effective way under some given real-time requirements.
Initially, the ADS algorithm sorts all the computation tasks into a list according to some priority schemes at step 1. For example, a bottom-level priority is adopted to calculate the bottom level BL͑v m ͒ of each computation task v m in this paper, which is the length of the longest path from node v m to a sink task v s , including the communication cost c͑e mn ͒. The sink node has no successor (i.e., SUC͑v s ͒ = ) in the DAG. The set of all direct successors of node v m is denoted SUC͑v m ͒. It can be calculated recursively by [13] 
Before maximizing the availability level of a job, the ADS scheme first verifies whether the feasible schedule is available, just satisfying the deadline and precedence constraints; this can be accomplished by calculating a tentative finish time F NPP without any availability enhancement at step 2. The finish time F NPP is obtained from the conventional DAG scheduling with no path protection (NPP) consideration [5] [6] [7] , which is coherent with Case1 of the DAG scheduling model. More specifically, an unscheduled task with the highest bottom level value is selected from the above priority list and is allocated to a typecompatible grid resource node so that it can complete as soon as possible. The optimal resource node on which the task is allocated with the earliest start time can be found by using an exhaustive search among all the resource nodes. Until all tasks are scheduled in the optical grid, the schedule length is given as the result of tentative finish time F NPP .
If the deadline requirement is met (step 3), that is, the finish time F NPP is within the deadline, we further obtain another tentative finish time F DPP with each communication task e E to be protected (step 4); otherwise, the DAG job is rejected because of its infeasible schedule (step 5).
It is noted that the tentative finish time F DPP is calculated similarly to F NPP . The main difference lies in that, with the 1 + 1 DPP scheme, all communication tasks are protected by a primary lightpath and a linkdisjoint backup lightpath. The two primary-backup lightpaths are established simultaneously in the optical grid and are both available in the same time duration. Therefore, the grid resource node that has the earliest finish time of data transmission on both primary and backup lightpaths will be chosen to execute the successor computation task. The earliest start time t es ͑e ji ͒ of the communication task is expressed just as Eq. (3) in Case2 of the DAG scheduling model.
The relation between the tentative finish time F DPP and the DAG deadline d is the key for invocating or not the iterative optimization process. If the finish time F DPP is also smaller than the deadline d, step 16 executes the DAG scheduling with each communication task e E to be protected; otherwise, one will improve the DAG application availability level in an iterative way (from steps 7 to 13).
To improve the DAG availability in a cost-effective way, the ADS scheme chooses the most appropriate communication task e to be protected during each while-iteration starting at step 8. Specifically, it gives a higher priority to a communication task e with a higher weight that brings a larger availability gain and consumes lower network link resources. Hence, we define the following benefit-cost ratio function e , which measures the increase of availability level with the increase of occupied link resources: At step 7, the finish time F ADS is initiated to be F NPP . Under the condition that the finish time F ADS does not violate the DAG deadline; for each unprotected communication task e E, the ADS scheme identifies the best candidate that has the highest benefit-cost ratio Max͑ e ͒ and adds it into the set E ADS ʕ E (steps 9 to 12).
Step 13 updates the finish time F ADS with the set E ADS . Thus, the DAG application availability is enhanced by additionally protecting a communication task e with the highest benefitcost ratio. The while-iteration process continues until the finish time F ADS is larger than the deadline d or until all communication tasks are protected. In practice, step 15 executes the DAG schedule in optical grids with the final communication-task-protection set E ADS . Finally, we obtain the schedule length SL and the application availability level AL of the submitted DAG job.
C. Time Complexity Considerations
The time complexity for calculating the task bottom level is O͉͑V͉log͉V͉ + ͉E͉͒ (step 1) [14] , and the time complexity for calculating the tentative finish time at steps 2 and 4 is O͕͉G͉͉͑V͉ + ͉E͉O͑routing͖͒͒ [13, 14] , where O͑routing͒ is the time complexity of the routing scheme, V is the set of computation tasks, E is the set of communication tasks, and G is the set of grid computing resources; ͉V͉, ͉E͉, and ͉G͉ are the number of elements of sets V, E, and G, respectively. To effectively boost the availability level of an application under the constraints at step 12, the ADS scheme takes an additional O͉͑E͉͒ time (steps 9-11) to select the most appropriate communication task as a candidate whose availability will be improved. The time complexities of steps 13, 15, and 16 for joint task scheduling are identical with that of step 3. Thus, the time complexity of the while-iteration process is O͕k͉G͉͉͑V͉ + ͉E͉O͑routing͖͒͒, where k is the number of whileiteration processes. Therefore, the time complexity of our ADS scheme is O͉͑V͉log͉V͉ + ͉E͉͒ + O͕k͉G͉͉͑V͉ + ͉E͉O͑routing͖͒͒.
͑14͒
In this paper, the routing scheme is the famous Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm, which is used to calculate the primary and backup lightpaths for communication tasks. Therefore, the time complexity O͑routing͒ is O͑w͉͑S͉log͉S͉ + ͉L͉͒͒ [15] , where S is a set of optical switch nodes, L is a set of optical links, and w is the number of available wavelengths in the optical link. ͉S͉ and ͉L͉ are the number of elements of the sets S and L, respectively.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To examine the performance of the ADS algorithm, we developed a Java-based simulator and compared our scheme with two other heuristic algorithms: ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP. The former uses an extending list scheduling (ELS) scheme with NPP consideration and was recently proposed by Wang et al. [5] ; ELS is a greedy algorithm used for conventional DAG scheduling without any availability improvement. The latter provides primary and backup paths for each communication task e to improve the DAG application availability. We believe that comparing the ADS scheme with these two joint task scheduling algorithms is meaningful; the availability improvements brought by our scheme will be clearly noticed.
Each DAG application is represented by a randomly generated DAG. The communication computation ratio (CCR) is defined as the sum of all the communication task costs divided by the sum of all the computation task costs in a DAG. Table I summarizes the key system parameters in our simulations. The CCR value in the simulations is chosen as one integer ranging from 6 to 9, and the number of computation tasks is set to 100. The computation task costs per node in a DAG are selected uniformly from 6 to 14 around the mean value 10. The communication task costs are also taken from a uniform distribution, whose mean value depends on the CCR value and on the mean value of computation task cost. The mean number of edges per node is assumed to be 4.
The 16-node NSFNET network used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 5 . The labels on the links are the lengths of the links in kilometers. Another used network topology is a 16-node ring network, and the link length between two adjacent nodes is set to be 100 km. In this paper, the MTTR is assumed to be 24 h, and 1/MTTF is 300 FIT/ km for the above networks (1 FIT= 1 failure in 10 9 hours) [12] . We assume that each optical switch is equipped with allwavelength converters and has only one grid computing resource connected, which has one unit data processing capability. It is assumed that each optical wavelength channel in each optical link has one unit bandwidth (e.g, 1 Gbit/ s) in the optical grid system and that all the computation tasks and grid computing resources are of three different types. We perform three different sets of simulations totally independently with randomly generated DAG applications in Subsections IV.A-IV.C. In these three subsections, we focus on the impact of the different conditions (such as network scenario, CCR, and deadline) on the performance metrics [i.e., availability, communication task protection ratio (CTPR), network resource utilization (NRU), and job complete time]. For each case, each scheduling result is the average over 100 simulations.
The performance metrics to evaluate the system performance in our simulations include the following: 1) Availability. This is the primary optimal objective for the ADS scheme [see Eqs. (10) and (11) 
A. Impacts of Different Network Topologies and Available Wavelength Resources
In the first simulation, we study the performance variations of job completion time, availability, and network resource utilization under six different network scenarios. We choose two different network topologies: the 16-node ring network and the 16-node NSFNET network with three possible wavelength numbers (W =1,2,3) . The CCR is set to be equal to 8. For each network scenario, the deadline value for the ADS scheme is indicated by the character D in Fig.  6 (a) and is the average of the job completion time of the ELS_NPP and the ELS_DPP schemes: Figure 6 (a) depicts the job completion time of a DAG application versus network topologies under the three different DAG scheduling schemes. The different network topologies and different available wavelength values represent different amounts of available network resources. We observe that the DAG completion time becomes shorter as the available wavelength resource increases from 1 to 3 for both the ELS_NPP and the ELS_DPP schemes. That is because more independent tasks in a DAG application can be executed concurrently when more network resources are available. When the available wavelength number is larger than 3, the two scheduling schemes (ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP) have almost the same job completion time. This is because more network resources are available for backup lightpaths, and the DAG applications' precedence constraints become dominant when the available network resources are sufficient. We also observe that the completion time with the ADS scheme is smaller than the protected ELS_DPP scheme (but larger than the nonprotected ELS_NPP scheme) and that it remains within the deadline constraints, leading to a feasible scheme. Figure 6 (b) shows only the availability performance for the ELS_NPP and ADS schemes. The ELS_DPP scheme usually has higher application availability (10 −5 unavailability for the ring network and 10 −3 unavailability for the NSFNET network). It is noted that the ADS scheme significantly enhances the DAG availability at the cost of longer job completion time compared with the ELS_NPP scheme [see Fig. 6(a) ], and this is especially prominent with the NSFNET network. This is because the ELS_NPP scheme simply shows the baseline performance due to its conservative nature without trying to improve the DAG availability. For the ELS_NPP scheme, we find that a DAG application can obtain a higher availability with the ring network scenario than with the NSFNET network scenario. This is attributed mainly to the shorter optical link length (100 km for each link) and the higher optical link availability of the ring network. The percentage values indicated by red arrows in Fig.  6(b) are the CTPR. We find that the larger the CTPR value, the more remarkable the availability performance improvement. The higher CTPR values usually occur when the ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP schemes have similar completion times. Thus, the smaller additional time relaxation would incur more communication tasks to be protected in DAG scheduling.
From Fig. 6(c) , we observe that the network resource utilization has the same diminishing trend as the job completion time when the number of available wavelengths per optical link increases. More available network resources, on the one hand, alleviate the network link resource contentions and shorten the completion time; on the other hand, the inherent pre- cedence constraints of the DAG application become increasingly a dominant feature, which keeps more involved network resources idle during most of the execution period of a DAG application. For each network scenario, the ELS_NPP scheme achieves the highest network resource utilization, and the ELS_DPP scheme has the lowest utilization. This also indicates that more protected communication tasks implies lower network resource utilization. The reason is that the ELS_DPP scheme consumes double network resources for each communication task compared with the ELS_NPP scheme, which in turn reduces the number of independent tasks to be executed concurrently and results in more spare time of involved network resources.
B. Impact of the CCR
We now study the impact of the CCR variations on the DAG schedule results and performances for the three different scheduling schemes. The simulations are carried out over the NSFNET network with one available wavelength, but similar conclusions can be made with other network topologies. The DAG application deadline is set to 9000 as shown in Fig. 7(a) .
As the CCR is increasing from 6 to 9 in Fig. 7(a) , the job completion time for both the ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP schemes becomes larger, because the communication task sizes of a DAG application are also increasing. The ADS scheme always generates feasible scheduling results within the deadline as long as the ELS_NPP scheme is also feasible. When the CCR is equal to 9, the job completion time of both the ELS_NPP and the ELS_DPP schemes exceed the deadline. Hence the ADS scheme could not generate a feasible schedule, and the corresponding position is left blank. Similarly, when any of the three scheduling schemes was not able to generate feasible scheduling results satisfying the DAG deadline requirement, the space is left blank in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c).
In Fig. 7(b) , the percentage values indicate the CTPR. We observe that the ADS scheme obtains the best availability performance, and even a 100% CTPR, like the ELS_DPP scheme, in the case of a CCR equal to 6 or 7. This is because the deadline constraint is relatively loose, and there is enough time used to protect all communication tasks in a DAG. When the CCR is set to 8, the ADS scheme partly protects 28.4% of the communication tasks in a DAG and enhances the availability under the deadline constraints, in contrast to the ELS_NPP scheme. Figure 7 (c) plots the network resource utilization of the different scheduling schemes for various CCR values. We can see that the ELS_NPP scheme has the best performance among the three scheduling schemes in each situation. The reason for this is exactly the same as already observed in Fig. 6(c) . We can also notice that the network resource utilization of each scheme increases as the CCR value increases. This can be explained as follows: as the load of the communication task is heavier when the CCR value increases, consequently the occupied duration of net- work (link) resources and the whole DAG scheduling length (job completion time) are similarly increased by the same amount of time. According to the definition of network resource utilization [see Eq. (16)], the utilization ratio becomes higher and higher as the CCR increases.
C. Impact of the Application Deadline
Finally, we study the impact of the deadline on the availability and network resource utilization for the three different scheduling schemes. The simulations are carried out over the NSFNET network with one available wavelength. The CCR is equal to 8. In this context, the value of the deadline is between that of the job completion times of the ELS_NPP scheme and of the ELS_DPP scheme, and this facilitates the study of the deadline variation's impact on the ADS scheme. For a tested DAG application with 100 computation tasks, the job complete time is equal to 8228 for the ELS_NPP scheme and 10,023 for the ELS_DPP scheme. The DAG application deadline for the ADS scheme varies from 8000 to 10,400.
The ADS scheme fully exhibits better performance than the ELS_NPP scheme, and the ELS_DPP scheme is not even able to produce feasible schedule results when the application has a relatively tight deadline in Fig. 8(a) . As the deadline becomes looser, the availability and CTPR with the ADS scheme are rising. This is because more communication tasks in a DAG can be protected within the looser deadline. When the deadline is larger than 10,023, the ELS_DPP scheme can produce feasible schedule results, and even then the ADS scheme achieves, like the ELS_DPP scheme, the same best availability performance.
In Fig. 8(b) , when the deadline is about 8200, both the ADS scheme and the ELS_NPP scheme have high network resource utilization (about 27.2%). As the deadline becomes looser, the network resource utilization of the ADS scheme is lower than that of the ELS_NPP scheme and becomes smaller and smaller. When the deadline is larger than 10,023 (the completion time of the ELS_DPP scheme), the ADS scheme still achieves with the ELS_DPP scheme the lowest network resource utilization (about 19.8%). This means that the communication task protection consumes more network resources, which in turn reduces the number of independent tasks to be executed concurrently, thus resulting in lower network resource utilization.
These simulation results clearly demonstrate that the optical grid system can gain even more performance benefits with our ADS scheme when the realtime DAG applications have relatively tight deadline requirements. This is because the ADS scheme is selfadaptive compared with the ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP schemes, which have no flexibility on the job deadline requirements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a fault-tolerant joint task scheduling scheme for real-time DAG applications over the optical grid systems considering optical link failure scenarios. The mathematical models describing the DAG applications and the optical grid system were given. An extended joint task scheduling model taking into account communication task protection was developed. Furthermore, we proposed an availability-driven scheduling (ADS) scheme that improves the availability iteratively under the application deadline requirements by allocating two copies of one communication task to two link-disjoint lightpaths for data transfer. The performance of our ADS scheme was evaluated for different network scenarios and was compared with two other joint task scheduling schemes: ELS_NPP and ELS_DPP. The simulation results show that the ADS algorithm can provide better performances for real-time DAG applications when optical link failures occur. The ADS scheme exhibits larger job availability than the ELS_NPP scheme at the small price of a larger completion time, which becomes negligible when the network resources (number of wavelengths) are sufficient. The ELS_DPP scheme has even better availability than the ADS scheme, but it cannot be used in practice because it is not able to support the deadline constraints, in contrast to the self-adaptive ADS scheme. We thus believe that the ADS scheme is a good candidate to provide reliable real-time DAG applications over optical grid systems. Anne Wei graduated from the Department of Electronic Engineering of the Shanghai University in 1986 and completed her Ph.D. in 1999 at the Institute National des Telecommunications, France. After 2 years spent working for STERIA, a computing system company, and 8 years as an Assistant Professor at the University of Paris XII, she is now a Professor at the University of Toulouse II, where she teaches computing science and networks. Her research interests include computer networks, post-3G mobile systems, and especially security, quality of service, and mobility in wireless network communications.
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